Interior metal accents offer a distinctive surface texture and a talking point for building users. Traditionally, pre-painted metal has not been used extensively in interior design. Advances in the range of products offered, the surface finishes available and the improvement of metal design resources have expanded the application of metal in interiors.

Metal is a versatile product and can be used in multitude of applications for interiors. It can be used to extend exterior design accents or wall designs into the building interior for improved design flow. Metal can also be used to add texture to wall and interior roof surfaces. Metal pairs well with other materials such as wood, and when used in conjunction with other materials can be used to evoke specific styles including industrial, rustic or modern design elements.

Metal products can also be optimized for interior applications including NSF accreditation for food preparation environments, or graffiti resistant properties to avoid permanent damage from markers and inks.

For more inspiration as to which metal types and profiles will suit your project’s needs, visit steelscape.com.